
Give from your heart to support the kids & future of King Street Center:
kingstreetcenter.org

A VIRTUAL
INTIMATE GATHERING
OF POETRY & MUSIC

to benefit
King Street Center

& uplift our spirits and community
in our changed world 

An unforgettable, one-of-a-kind benefit program
specially created for King Street Center &
presented live online for the community

PROGRAM

7 - 7:05 

Welcome by JC + Introduction of KSC by Gabe
 7:05 - 7:10 

Reading by JC of KSC-inspired poems
7:10 - 7:20

A global tour of children's folk songs
improvised on the organ

7:20 - 7:30 
Reading of childhood celebration poems by

Voicing Art Poets
7:30 - 7:45

Improvised call-&-response dialogue
between poetry & organ composed 

live in real time
7:45 - 7:55

Q+A | Audience Musical Requests
7:55 - 8

JC reading of poetry by KSC kids, 
giving appeal + goodnight

What is essential is invisible to the eye. 
The most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or touched, they are felt with the heart.

The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

"Where kids and opportunity meet"

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27, 7-8 PM
US eastern time

POETS & MUSICIAN 
Host | Poet: 

JC - The Poartry Project
Musician: 

Phillip Kloeckner - Chicago 
International Organ Academy

Voicing Art Poets: 
Ani Rao (Sydney, Australia)

Mary L Collins (Lake Elmore, VT)

McClain Jeffrey Moredock (Essex, NY)

Susan Keating (Ireland)

Heather Swick (Sydney, Australia)

Laine Driscoll (New Haven, CT)
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"The Willow"
written & read by

JC | The Poartry Project
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"Where kids and opportunity meet"

“A narrow fellow in the grass
…and zero at the bone”
has come full circle
in this unexpected place
in this unexpected space.
I sit with a beautiful young willow
as she reaches
a lovely finger
to join with
an equally beautiful
new friend
who isn’t used to
being touched and adored,
and as she wove the
twig of her finger
with the twine of the snake,
her eye was led to
a crack in the well,
and she saw a ball
of twine – all wrapped in love
and the comfort
of new home 
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"I Wonder"
written & read by

JC | The Poartry Project
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I wonder, Abdille,
where life will take you
to see a boat sink,
and how your riddling rhyme
will right the world. 
 
I wonder, Maiya,
what words your will hear
into life’s music
and what music
you will create with the
colors of your song. 
 
I wonder, Katia,
how your art will bloom
and what magic your
special eyes will see
as you blow your trumpet,
so loud and proud.

I wonder, Jace,
what place today has led
you to – hopefully a happy
one – as we feel the spot
where your bright presence
would be. 

We wonder, Gabe, the
what of your heart-shaped
rocks’ North Star
and the wheres and
why of how it has
guided you on your way.

I wonder, Water, if you
sing to be recognized and
heard in a new form –
the sound of “drops of
rocks”.

I wonder, Artist,
if you will remember
–on a cold winter’s day
in the twilight of
your years –
the bright young souls
warming the heart ofy
our bright boat
with the luminous rays
of their kindful curiosity.

 *NOTE: KINDFUL is not a very common or known word. It means
“natural” and “unaffected”.
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"Dear Child of the World"
written by Ani Rao

read by Gabe Tufo Strouse, King Street Center
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"Where kids and opportunity meet"

Your vibrant entry into the world is energizing, 
It uplifts my spirit, 
I look forward to seeing what your story will bring.

Your questions and answers are so insightful, 
They get me thinking in new ways, 
I wonder what awesome world you could create with them. 

Your excitement having learned something new is electrifying,
I love that spark,
It makes my heart glow.

Your bravery in trying new things is pioneering, 
I love your courage,
 I wonder what adventures you will go on. 

Your discoveries of the world and creativity are inspiring,
I appreciate what I learn from you, 
I value and treasure your discoveries and creativity.

Your very presence lights up our world,
I experience joy in being your friend,
I look forward to seeing what beauty you bring to our world.
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"Remember when you told me I could tell you anything?"
written & read by 

Mary L Collins
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He says
As you toss him a bagel and a juicebox
And head for the warmed up car
To get him to school before the bell
And the heart stops and listens 
Because this is one of those moments
You don’t gloss over lightly
But listen, really listen
To the trust that’s been placed in your hands
By the one who looks to you for almost everything
His compass, you are
And you know you have to sail straight
Or he will be forever lost
That’s the way of itThis parenting thing
So when he asks,
Remember when you told me I could tell you anything?
You simply say,
Yes, I do.  What’s up?
And you hold your breath a little
As he begins to speak.
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"My Gang"
Circa 1950 Dry Tavern, PA

written & read by 
 McClain Jeffrey Moredock
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Gumball
Honky Tonk
Dump
Hobo
Snuffy 
Jazz
Rabbit Eggs
Grubby Feet
Muck
Doorknob
Bud
Jeep
Felix
Herky
Butch
Hebron 
Bluegene 
Pudge 
Fish 
Bub 
Toad 
Birthday Cake
Fiddle Chin
 
                 8/15/15
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"The Wonder of Children"
written & read by 

 Susan Keating
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You can teach your

Children many things,

But, you cannot teach them how to Love.

Because this, 

They already know…

An adult cannot teach a Child –

To Love – 

Because a Child’s Love is Perfect,

It only requires a Space – 

To Unfold in – 

To Reveal 

Itself in.

And, That you can Provide – 

And That – 

You must Provide.

Nothing more is Needed – 

And, nothing less Will DO.
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"Narnia"
written & read by 

Heather Swick
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Nourishing sunlight shining on my skin. 

Airy spaces flowing effortlessly. 

Roots in the ground standing strong. 

Night in shining armor guarding the woods. 

I see magic all around. 

And a path leading home.
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"Education"
written & read by 

 Laine Driscoll
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Never studied by the emotion:
The lesson book.
Though in application,
Silken wisdom learned in practice.

Books restrict what 
Hearts essentialize.
The swaying surface alive with
Ache, amour, affection, anamnesis.

A tender snapdragon bursts its
Buds after a long winter.
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"Rock Our World"
written by 

The King Street Center Superhero 6 & JC - The Poartry Project
read by 

JC - The Poartry Project
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Rocks are cool + wet,wet + warm.
Smooth + hard –
what makes them stick together?
Must be a galaxy
where huge branches
are light like air
and wood looks like rocks.
The rock draws me,
and I draw my heart
as the sea glass draws to
a girl in blue,
hearing her call.


